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16, ABSTRACT 
This report contains the results of a preliminary study to define an Environmental 
Control and Life Support Subsystem (EC/LSS) that is applicable to a long-term earth-orbital 
1 space station for the 1975 time period. The Space Station is capable of supporting a 12-man 
, crew continuously over an extended period of time with regular resupply. The EC/LSS must 
maintain a system life requirement of 10 years through maintenance spares and redundancy. 
A survey was made to define a group of assemblies that is suitable for fulfilling the require- 
ments of the EC/LSS. The primary assemblies a r e  a s  follows: atmospheric supply and 
pressurization; oxygen recovery; atmospheric purification; thermal control; water manage- 
ment; water reclamation; waste management; suit loop/PLSS; crew systems; and expendables. 
This report contains detailed descriptions of primary assemblies, including design cri teria,  
approaches, advantages, disadvantages, component descriptions, preliminary weight, volume, 
and power summaries, and other pertinent informatiori. 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-64508 
ENV I RONMENTAL CONTROL A N D  LIFE SUPPORT 
SUBSYSTEM (ECILSS) FOR THE 1975 
S PACE STAT I ON 
S U M M A R Y  
This  report  contains the resul ts  of a preliminary study to define an  
Environl~lental Control and Life Support Subsystem (EC/LSS) that is applicable 
to a long-term earth-orbital space station for  the 1975 time period. The 
Space station envelope that was selected for  developlllent of the earth-orbital 
space station is illustrated in Figure 1. The Space Station is capable of 
supporting a 12-man crew continuously over an extended period of tiilie with 
regular resupply. The EC/LSS must  maintain a s y s  t e n  life r eq  i ~ r e m e n t  of 
10 years  through maintenance spa re s  and redundancy. A survey was made 
to define a group of asselllblies that i s  suitable for fulfilling the requirements  
of the EC/LSS. The priinary asselllblies a r e  a s  follows: a t l l ~ o s p h e ~ i c  supply 
and pressurization; oxygen recovery; atillospheric purification; thermal con- 
trol;  water management; water reclamation; waste managellzent; sui t  loop/ 
PLSS; crew systems;  ancl expendables. This report  contains detailed descrip- 
tions of prinlary assemblies ,  including design cr i te r ia ,  approaches, advan- 
tages,  disadvantages, coillponent clescriptions, prelilliinary weight, volume, 
ancl power siuil~maries,  ancl other pertinent information. 
240" DIA 
396" DIA 
Figure I .  Space station ei~velope. 
SECTION I ,  
The developlnent of EC/LSS for  short-duration space flights was 
based on open-loop, high-perf ormance , aircraft environillental control 
systems. For  longer-duration nlissions, scientists and engineers have 
undertaken the development of equipnzent and techniques aimed a t  closing the 
loop of nzanfs ilzetabolic process. Regenerative concepts have been under 
study, test,  and developnlent for  sollie time fo r  application to earth-orbital 
missions. Several exaillples a r e  the research nlodel regenerative Integrated 
Life Support Systenl (ILSS) that is being evaluated at tlze Lailgley Research 
Center of the National Aeronautics ard Space Administration, and the 60-day 
manned test perfornled a t  the McDonnell Douglas Astrionics Company, 
Santa Monica, California. Plans have been made for  an extension of this 
test setup with illore advanced EC/LSS assenlblies to 90 days during the 
sunlnier of 1970. 
This report presents the results  of a prelinlinary study of the use 
of existing assemblies, prototype equipment, and nzore advanced assenlblies 
to fulfill the basic oxygen and nitrogen consunlable requirellients for  leakage, 
metabolic, repressurization, EVA, etc. These consumables could possibly 
be stored supercritically and gaseous in AAP O,, N2, and Apollo He bottles; 
new bottles will be used for  storing gaseous oxygen. F o r  extreme emergency 
conditions, oxygen can be obtained from onboard chlorate candles. Metabolic 
oxygen requirements a re  satisfied through the use of Sabatier/Methane Dump 
oxygen recovery units and wick-feed electrolysis assemblies. Steam desorp- 
tion removes carbon dioxide; catalytic burners, presorbent, post-sorbent, 
and other sorbent beds control contaminants; condensing heat exchangers 
a r e  employed for  humidity control. Thermal control is achieved with an 
active system (fluid loops, radiators,  heat exchangers, fans, etc. ) . Vapor 
diffusion/compression water recovery units satisfy the water reclamation 
requirements. The waste management system selected is an integrated 
vacuum decomposition concept that eliminates the hunian handling of wastes. 
A sui t  loop and Portable Life Support System (PLSS) a r e  used during 
emergency situations. Lists of the necessary crew systems and expendables 
a r e  included in Sections VIII and X. 
SECTION I I. OVERALL ECILSS GUI DELINES, 
REQUIREMENTS, A N D  CANDIDATES 
S U M M A R  I Z A T  I ON 
The pr imary  objective of the EC/LSS is to maintain continuously 
llabitable conditions on board the Space Station during the entire mission. 
The secondary objective of the EC/ LSS is to inaintai~l suitable environmental 
conditioils for  operational and experilxental equipment contained within the 
Space Station. 
This section descr ibes  briefly the EC/LSS and the functions required 
considering a 24-man crew (12-man continuous and 24-man during crew 
rotat ion) ,  an unmanned launch of the Space station in 1975, a manned launch 
approxiinately 24 hours la te r ,  and a 90-day resupply cycle. The EC/LSS 
must provide a l l  the necessar-y elements that a r e  l isted in Table 1, to 
maintain the life and well being of the c r e w  (continuous and turn-around) 
onboard the Space Station. Sollie of the general types of conceptual candidate 
equipment approaches that should be available to satisfy the EC/LSS equip- 
ment approaches a r e  also listed. The fundai~iental c r i te r ia  and requirements 
a r e  based priniarily on Reference 1 and a r e  shown in Table 2. 
The approach toward selecting an EC/LSS provided fo r  the selection 
of a pr imary  and an auxiliary subsystem, both capable of performing the 
crit ical functions. The pr imary  subsystem has the capability to support the 
12-man continuous crew without support f rom the auxiliary subsystei~i.  In 
the event of pr imary  subsysteni malfunction, o r  during periods of repa i r  and 
maintenance, o r  ultimate failure of the primary subsystem, the auxiliary 
subsystem permi ts  continuation of the mission without modification to 
mission objectives o r  reduction in EC/LSS performance of vital  functions. 
Sufficient spa re s  and emergency supplies (food, water,  oxygen) a r e  on board 
the Space Station o r  Shuttle to provide a safe  contingency during emergency 
situations and during high usage periods such a s  the 5-day turnaround time 
for  the additional 12 men. 
The EC/LSS lifetime recluirement a s  stated in the Space Station work 
statelllent is 10 years .  Flight-qualified asseinblies for  iliissions of a 10-  
year  duration certainly do not currently exist  and the availability of these 
systems for  use in 1975 w i l l  depend heavily upon the advancenient of the 
state-of-the-art and substantial developinent funding. 
TABLE 1. EC/LSS FUNCTIONS AND EQUIPMENT APPROACHES 
(including oxygen e Metabolic oxygen and nitrogen supply, 
including oxygen recovery nic - AAP type tanksa 
a Monitoring of atmospheric leakage to e Delivery of atmospheric constituents 
Plumbing (pipes, fittings, valves, etc. ) 
Fans, pumps, or  pressure regulators 
a ,  Conservation of atmospheric losses due 
to decompresslon/repressurization e Oxygen recovery Water electrolysis 
compartments and airlocks Sabatier with methane Gas circulation 
Wick feed" 
Circulating electrolyta 
Solid electrolyte Rotating unit 
r C02 removal and control e COz removal 
Molecular sieve CarbonaUon coll 
e Trace contaminant and bacteria control Solid amine HI depolarized cell 
Steam desorptiona Membrane diffusion 
a ~ e i a t i v e  humidity control Electrodialysis Liquid absorption 
Mechanical freezout 
a Suit-loop interface requirements 
e Trace contaminant and bacteria control 
Bacteria filtersa 
e Humidity control 
Heat exchangersa 
Thermal control a Thermal control of atmosphere and 
e Atmospheric circulation and mixing 
a. Selected assembly 
TABLE 1. (Concluded) 
System 
Water management 
Waste W e m e n t  
Suit-loop system/ 
PLSS 
a. Selected assembly 
Functions 
a Supply and storage of potable water 
e Reclamation and purification of potable 
water from urine, perspiration, respiration, 
and wash water 
e Potability testing of reclaimed water 
e Suit-loop interface requirements 
0 Collection, transfer,  processing, storage, 
and/or disposal of all  waste 
a Ventilating gas supply for pressure suits 
e Provides heat transport fluid flow to 
pressure suit connectors 
a Controls temperature of the heat 
transport fluid 
e Removes moisture, carbon dioxide, and 
contaminants from the oxygen 
Candidates 
-7 
a Required components with any system 
a Storage tankea 
a Control pnnol with diepaneora 
e Potnbility chock oquipmont 
r W~itnr roclnmtillon 
a Vnpor cornprossion 
e Air evaporation 
a Electrodialyses 
a Membrane diffusion 
e Waste heat vacuum distillntion 
a Vapor diffusion/compressiona 
a Reverse osmosis 
a Multifiltration (condensate only)' 
a Integrated vacuum decompositiona 
a Wet oxidation 
a Anerobic biodegradation 
e Aerobic biodegradation 
a Gamma irradiation 
0 Beta excited X-ray irradiation 
e Freezing of wet waste 
e Vacuum drying utilizing separate functions 
a Liquid germicide addition 
a Integrated vacuum drying 
a Flush flow oxygen incineration 
a Pyrolysis/batch incineration 
. Suit loop 
TABLE 2. SPACE STATION EC/LSS REQUREI\IlENTS/GULDE:LINES 
A.  Crew Data. 
1. Number of crew (continuous) 
2. Intermittent for  120 hours inaxiillui~i 
duration 
3. Metabolic heat generation (Btu/inan-day) 
4. O2 consui~lption (lb/man-day ) 
5. CO, produced (lb/man-day) 
6. Water consiuilption ra tes  
s Food preparation (lb/man-day) 
e Drinlz preparation (lb/man-day) 
e Drinliing (lb/man-day) 
o Water of oxidation (lb/man-day) 
e Clothes washing (lb/man-day) 
s Utensils washing (lb/man-day) 
e Shower (lb/man-day) 
e Local Body (lb/man-day) 
7 .  Water production ra tes  
Urine water (lb/man-day j 
including solids (lb/inan-day) 
s Urinal rinse water (lb/nian-day) 
s Perspiration and respiration 
( lb/ man- day) 
e Fecal  water (lb/man-day) 
including solids 
8. Water in food waste (lb/i~zan-clay) 
9. Water reclamation r a t e s  
s Urine ( lb/ man-day ) 
o Urinal rinse (lb/man-clay) 
s Perspiration and respiration 
(lb/ man-day) 
s Wash water (lb/man-clay) 
s Personal  hygiene (lb/man-day ) 
10. Freeze-dried food (lb/man-day) 
inclucliilg packaging (lb/man-day) 
11. Frozen food (lb/man-day) 
including pacliaging (lb/ illan-day) 
a.  Unrecovered 
TABLE 2 .  (Continued) 
1. Resupply interval (days) 
2. Systenis life requirement with 
maintainability, spares,  and 
redundancy (years) 
3. Launch vehicle Saturn V (INT 21) 
4. Approximate launch load (g, axial 
(g, transverse 
5. Gravity (g)  
6. Orbit period (min) 
7. Flight operational tinie f rame (year) 
8. Altitude (n. mi. ) 
9. Iilclination (deg) 
10. Crew safety: Probability, no critical 
injury, 3 years  
C. Space Station Data 
1. Atmosplzeric - Total pressure (psia) 
2. Atmospheric lnivture (by volume) 21 percent O2 
79 percent N2 
3 .  O2 partial pressure (psia) 
4. N2 partial pressure (psia) 
5. C Oz partial pressure, nonlinal lnaximuni i 7. 6 nlln Hg 5 1. 00% 
i- (0.147 psia) 
6. C O2 emergency, nlaxilnuln 5 15 lnm H g i  1. 97% 
5 (0.290 psia) 
7. Leakage (lb/day) 
8. Vehicle f ree  volulne 
(33 ft dia. by 40 ft) 
9. Repressurizations reserve (1 vol. ) 
10. Cabin temperature ( O  F) 
11, Relative huniidity (%) 
12. Wall inside teiilperature w i l l  be higher 
than the i~iaxinluln dew-point teliiperature 
13, Maxinluni cabin contanlinants 
TABLE 2 .  (Couclucled) 
14. Space Station ventilation (fpm) 
o Maxiil1uili velocity in occupied zones 
o Minimum velocity in occupied zones 
15. Acoustical c r i t e r i a  (decibels) [ 2  I 
Zone A: Coilli1lancI and control a r e a s .  
Laboratory worltshop a r e a s  during delicate experiments.  
Sleeping quar te rs .  
Zone B: Laborztory worltsl~op a r e a  ciuring routine nctivity. 
Mess  xncl recreation a reas .  
Manned auxiliary ecluipment rooms.  
Zone C: Unillanned a~lxi l iary eyuipil1ent rooins requiring occasional entry 
for  maintenance. 
16. Micro~1~eteoroicl puncture probability, 
17. Radiation environillent l imit ,  6-month 
exposure 
At 0. 1 111111 skin depth 250 reill 
At 5 ci11 tissiwe depth 
k3. The speech interference level (SIL) is the average of the octave-band 
sound p re s su re  levels froin 600 to 4800 hertz.  
Since the degree of maintainability, repairability, and reliability 
required of these advanced systenis is now unlmown, i t  was necessary to 
lilalie certain engineering judgments in assembly selection. Redundancy of 
assemblies, especially in the critical areas, is the preferred mode, The 
approach also assumes the packaging of assembly coniponents for reinoval 
and replacement where repair techniques a r e  found desirable. 
An examination was niacle of the various candidates for the subsystem 
assemblies, and a selection was made for each assembly. The assemblies 
a re  identified to  provide information necessary for the conceptual design of 
the Space Station. Table 3 lists the selected assemblies, their respective 
n~anufacturer,  weight, volume, approxiillate power, and certain other 
pertinent data. 
The Space Station atniospl~ere i s  conlposed of 21 percent oxygen and 
79 percent nitrogen a t  a total pressure of 14.7 psia. Oxygen and nitrogen 
consumables will possibly be stored supercritically and gaseous in A A P  02, 
NZ, and Apollo He bottles; new bottles will be used for storing gaseous 
oxygen. Sabatier/Metlzane Dump oxygen recovery units a r e  used to satisfy 
the metabolic requirements. Carbon dioxide removal is achieved through a 
steam clesorption concept. Containination control is provided by catalytic 
oxidizers, presorbent, post-sorbent, and other sorbent beds. Humidity 
control i s  accomplished through condensing heat exchangers. Therinal 
control requireinents will be satisfied tllrough the use of an active system 
that w i l l  contain heat exchangers for inaintaining proper cabin and suit 
temperatures, cold plates for electrical equipment, fluid loops for heat 
transport,  and a radiator for heat rejection. Water requirements a r e  
satisfied through the use of two vapor diffusion/conipression water recovery 
units (one redundant), a multifiltration unit, the initial water supply, and 
the reclaimed water accuinulated during the mission. The waste-management 
system selected is an integrated vacuum decomposition concept that eliminates 
the hunian handling of the wastes, A suit loop that provides emergency 
oxygen, coolant, and pressurization is inclitded for tlze crew to use under 
emergency situations. During an emergency situation, such a s  depressuri- 
zation, containination of spacecraft atmosphere, o r  f i re ,  the PLSS can be 
used. A total of 7835 pounds of crew provisions and 22 195 pounds of 
expendables a s  listed in Sections X and XI will be required. 
Figure 2 is a simplified scheinatic of the overall integrated EC/LSS 
and shows major interfaces among the assemblies, Figure 3 i l lustrates the 
closed-cycle iiiass balance for the 12-man crew. A summary description of 
each EC/LSS assenzhly i s  presented in subsequent sections of this report.  
TABLE 3. 1975 SPACE STATION EC/LSS ASSEMBLIES (24 MEN) 
Candidate 
Atn~osphere Gaseous/Cryogcnic 
Supp/Prcss. 
CO, Removal Steam Dcsorption 
CO, Reduct. Sabatier/CH4 Dump 
H,O Electro. Wick Feed 
Conbrmnant Ca tdy t l c  Burner  
Conlrol , Plus Sorbent Beds 
Thermal  Cabln Heat Exch. 
Control Cond. Heat Exch. 
Fans,  Radlatlons 
Fluld Loops 
Water Mg+ H2Q Tankage 
S t e r ~ l l z e r s  
Showers, Etc. 
Urlnc and Vapor Dlffuslon/ 
Wash Loop Compress~on  
Condensate Multd~ltrat lon 
Loop 
Waste Mgt. Integrated Vac. 
Decomposltlon 
Slut Loop 7 
Steam Gener. 7 
Contingency (5%) 
Total Welght 
a .  Includes spa res  
b. Three unlts operabng (24 men) 
c .  Two umts operating (12 men) 
(S) lndlcates spa res  volume 
I wT;f ( Manufacturer 
Bcndix (Sat. I Cryogenlc 10 112 
Tanks) 
Mine Safety Appliances 901 
Gar re t t  Corp., Los 
Angeles 170 
Allis-Chalmers 887 
Lockhecd and AiResearch 7.1 3 
AiRescarch, Etc.  3800 
7 1127 
Hamilton Standard 
G. D. and Pa l l  Corp. 
257 
( 2  units) 
303 
Volume 
(ft3) 
Estimated Peak 
Power (W) 
Emerg  P r e s s ,  EVA ((inn) 
Leakage, Rosorvon (Cryo) 
Simplicity, Rolli~blo, 1.r1w 
Maint., Stenm Purgu,  Hillo 
Very Safe; Avail. Roactor 
Dev; 28- and 60-Day Pro to lyw 
Safe, Avail.,  Growth Good 
Noise Low; Low 4 Circ.  Rate 
Cat. Burner  Removes CH,, 
H,, and CO 
Typical System 
Typical System 
Safe, Flight Prototypo, 
Membrance Major I '~~)blobll 
Perspirat ion and Raspirullun 
I Safe; No Mnnnod T r n n ~ l o r  of 
Figure 2. EC/LSS overall schematic. 
FLOW RATES IN  L B  DAY (12 MEN) l 9 L B  DAY LEAKAGE 
14.57 N2  (LEAKAGE) 
4.43 O2 (LEAKAGE)  p i 9  LB/DAY CABIN L E A K A G E  
94.61 H 2 0  URINAL 
2O 
20.16 ELECTROLYSlS 2.52 HYDROGEN 
OXYGEN 
* UNRECOVERED 
** PACKAGED 
HYDROGEN 
WATER 
Figure  3. C l o s e d  cyc le  Illass balance  12-man c r e w .  
SECTION I l l ,  ATMOSPHERIC SUPPLYAND 
PRESSUR IPATION ASSEMBLY 
The atmospheric supply and pressurization assenibly supplies oxygen 
to the crew using recovery from man-produced carbon dioxide and water in 
the oxygen generation asseilibly. Other functions of the atmospheric supply 
and pressurization assembly include maintaining carbon dioxide partial 
pressure a t  a nontoxic level and suitable partial pressures  of oxygen and 
nitrogen gas in the cabin atmosphere. Control of atiliospheric temperature, 
humidity , and ventilation is maintained by the thermal control assembly 
than the atnlospheric supply and pressurization assembly. 
An atmospheric iliixture of 21-percent oxygen and 79-percent nitrogen 
(by volume) i s  maintained a t  a total pressure of 14. 7 psia. Partial pressures  
a r e  3.09 psia for oxygen and 11.61 psia for nitrogen. k value of 19 pounds 
per  day was assunled for  atixospheric leakage, of which 4.43 pounds p e r  clay 
i s  oxygen and 14. 57 pounds per  day is nitrogen. Two types of flow denlands 
a r e  placed on this assembly: (1) A rather high flow ra te  is required for 
short periods of time to nieet the Space Station compartment and PLSS 
repressurization requirements, ancl (2)  a relatively low constant flow ra te  
i s  necessary to ineet the ilietabolic and leakage requirements. 
The storage illethods considered for atniospheric storage were high- 
pressure gaseous, supercritical cryogenic, and subcritical cryogenic. 
Subcritical cryogenic, based on minilzzunl weight and volu~lie requirements, 
would be a good selection to nieet the relative constant flow-rate situation; 
however, significant development is required to ensure phase orientation 
under zero-g operation. To satisfy the high gas-flow demand of repressuriza- 
tion, the subcritical storage concept requires an extremely large amount of 
thermal energy to convert the cryogenic liquid to the gaseous state. If' the 
thermal energy is produced by electrical power, the power demand is 
extremely high. A high-pressure gas storage, which easily meets the high 
flow time requirements was selected for repressurization although i t  means 
a relatively high tankage weight penalty. Recent advances in cryogenic vessel 
design make the cryogenic approach preferable to high-pressure gas storage 
to meet the constant flow requirements. 
Oxygen and nitrogen consuiliables will be s tored initially for 90 days 
above the fifth level of the Space Station in the conical portion attached to  
the nuclear reactor .  A11 additional 90-day supply will be transported approxi- 
nlately 24 hours la te r  on the initial nlanned launch. This  is to colnply with 
the ground ru le  that 93  days of expendables mus t  be maintained on board 
the Space Station in case  a resupply illission i s  delayed. A 10-day nletabolic 
and leakage r e se rve  is included, along with additional supplies for such itenls 
a s  EVA o r  IVA , maintainability, crew rotation, repressurizat ion,  etc.  
Oxygen (2274 pounds) and nitrogen (5320 pounds) consumables will 
possibly be stored supercrit ically and gaseous. The consuil~ables for  the 
12-man, 90-day lliission would require 3 A A P  tanks, 12 Apollo He tanks, and 
3 new tanks fo r  gaseous oxygen. Oxygen cannot be s tored in Apollo He tanks, 
because they a r e  fabricated from titanium. The gaseous s torage will include 
one eniergency repressurizat ion a s  well as gaseous oxygen for  repressuriza-  
tion of the PLSS units. 
A schematic of the high-pressure gaseous concept, which shows an 
Apollo He tank. containing nitrogen, is shown in Figure 4. Supercrit ical 
s torage,  i i~ l~ ich  utilizes the AAP-type tank, is depicted in Figure 5. 
The initial 21-percent oxygen and 79-percent nitrogen pressurization 
gas will be loaded into the Space Station compartments. Thus, there will be 
no need to contain the initial atmosphere supply in the s torage tanks. 
The AAP oxygen tank r e fe r r ed  to  herein is the development tank 
under study a t  Bendix. Tes t s  and analysis have indicated potential extension 
of the tank storage lifetime to the 9- to 12-month range. By varying the 
nuinher of shields (up to three nlaxiiliuni within existing envelope),  adding 
super  insulation externally, o r  a coiilbination of the two, and adding a 
refrigeration loop to control the external ambient temperature,  a 9- to 
12-month duration o r  grea te r  could potentially be achieved. The proposed 
AAP tank consists of a 38-inch-diameter inner pressure vesse l  (Inconel 718) 
and a 41. 5-inch-diameter outer shell  (aluminum) with aluillinum shield (s) 
(potentially vapor cooled) installed in the annulus, niidway between the 
inner and outer shell. This tank, which operates  under a maximum pres su re  
of 950 psia ,  has  a capacity of containing ei ther  1200 pounds of oxygen, 850 
pounds of nitrogen, o r  75 pounds of hydrogen. A weight breakdown of this  
tank, which has been proposed fo r  use  on the Dry Workshop, is given in 
Table 4, 
A P O L L O  He T A N K  (GASEOUS 
STORAGE V E S S E L )  
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Figure 4. High pressure gaseous storage concept. 
VENT V A L V E  F I L L  V A L V E  
PRESSURE 
I N T E R N A L  TANK TRANSPORT 
CRYOGEN H E A T  EXCHANGER CONTROL 
STORAGE VESS 
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H E A T E R  
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Figure 5. Supercritical storage system (oxygen o r  nitrogen). 
TABLE 4. WEIGHT BREAKDOm 01;' BENDIX A A P  TANK 
Storage Tailli. Assembly 
P r e s s u r e  Vesse l  
Quantity Sensor and Leads 
Temperature  Sensor and Leads 
Heater and Leads 
Motor Fan and Leacls 
Inner Shield 
Outer Shield 
Vapor Cooling Tube 
Fill/Vent Tube 
Shield Support 
Vessel  Support 
Ion Punip and Magnet 
External Insulation 
Total Tank Assenlbly 
External Coniponents 
Mount Car r iage  
Electr ical  Connectors 
Quantity Signal Conditioner 
Temperature  Signal Conditioner 
P r e s s u r e  Transducer  and Signal Conditioner 
P r e s s u r e  Switch 
Ion Punip Pocver Supply 
Checli Valve 
Relief Valve L. P. 
Relief Valve H, P. 
External Tubing and Fitt ings 
Total  Systelil Weight 
The high-pressure Apollo He tank was selected for storage of the 
gaseous nitrogen. The 41-ineh-diallleter tank weighs 392 pounds and has an 
operating pressure of 3300 psi, This tank has a usable capacity of 314 pounrds 
of nitrogen. These tanks s h o ~ ~ l d  hzve redundant pressure transducers, which 
serve as  quantity indicators on a gaseous system, and redundant pressure 
regulators, since here, as  in the supercritical storage system, failure of a 
single regulator would otherwise result in dumping of stored fluid. It has 
been assumed for this study that the gaseous oxygen tanks will be the same 
size as  the Apollo He tanks. They would be fabricated from Inconel 718 steel 
and weigh approximately 7 50 pounds. 
A comparison of some potential atmospheric fluid storage methods for 
the 12-man 90-day mission is compiled in Table 5. The all-gaseous system 
shows a substantial weight and volume penalty. The all-cryogenic systeni 
(spheres or  cylinders), even though the weight is favorable, would only 
satisfy the constant flow requirements; therefore, a hybrid approach (gaseous 
plus cryogenic) was chosen a s  the current baseline. 
If rapid cabin repressurization is not considered necessary, it would 
be possible to have an all-cryogenic system, thus saving considerably on both 
weight and volume. An 0. 5-inch-diameter micrometeoroid penetration 
requires approxinlately I hour to depressurize a 5000-ft3 compartnient to 
4.0 psi [ I ] .  Thus, ample time is available for the crew to transfer to 
another compartnlent while repairs are  being made. If this approach 
(all-cryogenic system) were taken, a savings of 5700 pounds in weight, 
200 ft3 in volunle, and the elimination of the requirement to fabricate new 
bottles for the gaseous oxygen would result. 
There exists the possiblity that certain extreme emergencies wi l l  
arise within the Space Station; for example, both water electrolysis units 
for producing oxygen are  permanently nonfunctional and the 10-day reserve 
metabolic oxygen supply is  almost depleted. To offset such a situation, an 
emergency oxygen supply in the form of chlorate candles (Fig. 6) i s  supplied 
onboard. These candles a r e  presently used on board submarines, the 
Lockd~eed C-5A, and the Douglas DC -10. The chemical solid-state oxygen 
generator coiltains a single block of sodium chlorate. When triggered by the 
activating mechanism on top of the canister, the sodium chlorate undergoes 
a thermal reaction that releases medically pure breathing oxygen as the end 
product. Table 6 reflects the weights, size, and number required for the 
Space Station mission. 
A weight brealtdown of the atmospheric supply and pressurization 
constituents, which does not include oxygen recovery equipment, is given in 
Table 7. 
TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF ATMOSPIlERE FLUID STORAGE METHODS (12 MEN - 90 DAYS) 
2. Includes I AAP O2 tank; 3 new tanks  
b. Includes 2 AXP N2 tan1;s; 12  Apollo He tanks  
c. Tank chnrr tc ter is t ics  desc r ibed  in  DAC 56550, dated November  1967 [ 3 ]  
PERCUS5ION ACTUATOR 
GENERATOR HOUSING 
ACTIVATION AREA 
SODIUM CHLORATE 
PARTICULATE F I L T E R  
INSULATING CASE 
T L E T  
Figure G .  Chlorate candle iu i t  (instant oxygen) . 
TABLE 6. CHLORATE CANDLES (EMERGENCY OXYGEN SUPPLY) a 
Chlorate Cylinders (0. 137 #/# 02) 
C hlorate Candles 
a. Burning time = 50 + 5 minutes for  121. 8 ft3 of 02/candle 
TABLE 7. AThIOSPHERIC SUPPLY AND PRESSURIZATION 
GETAILED DRY 'mIGZiT j 12-NFAN STATION) 
9 Tankage (AAP Tanks) 
Nz Tankage (AAP Tanks) 
O2 Tankage (New Tanks) 
Nz Tankage (Apollo He Tanks) 
Plumbing (25 lb/Tank) 
Pump-down System (15 min on any 
Pressurized Element) 
Three-way Valve 
Low-pressure Piping 
EVA/IVA Gas Distribution System 
O2 Heat Exchanger 
Nz Heat Exchanger 
Controller, Total P r e s s u r e  
Valve, Cabin Duinp and Relief 
Valve, Fi l l  (gas)  
Valve, Check (gas)  
Valve, Shutoff (gas) 
Regulator, Pressure  O2/Nz 
Valve, Solenoid Shutoff 
Umbilicals, EVA and IVA (12, 60 ft) 
P r e s s u r e  Control Heat Exchanger (cryo) 
Delivery Selector Valve (cryo) 
Pressure  Transducer (cryo) 
Valve, Shutoff (cryo) 
Chlorate Candles and Canisters  
Contingency (3%) 
Pressure  Regulator (gas) 
P r e s s w e  Control Heat Exchanger (cryo) 
P r e s s u r e  Transducer 
Delivery Selector Valve 
Warmup Heat Exchangers 
Chlorate Candles 
SECTION IV. OXYGEN RECOVERY ASSEMBLY 
Large quantities of oxygen w i l l  be required for the Space Station 
lilission for crew metabolic requirements, leakage, and repressurization. 
Oxygen for  leakage and repressurization is lost to space and niust be included 
in the launch weight of the Space Station. However, the metabolic oxygen can 
be recycled for use. In general, the requirements a r e  to generate 20.16 
pounds of oxygen per  day and to remove and process 24.74 pounds of carbon 
dioxide per  day for the 12-man crew. 
There a r e  a number of possible means by which oxygen can be 
recovered froni carbon dioxide and these a r e  discussecl in detail below. All 
of these systenls will impose a weight penalty on the Space Station because 
of assenibly hardware, additional electrical power systeni generating 
capacity, and increased cooling system capacity. Oxygen recovery systeilis 
of interest a r e  in various stages of developliient and will require considerable 
time, effort, and cost to develop a flight hardware assenibly, 
For  C02 reduction, the four leading candidate concepts a r e  the 
Sabatier (methane d u n ~ p  or  methane cracking), the Bosch, the Solid Electro- 
lyte, and the Fused Salt. All but the Fused Salt require a separate C02 
removal assembly; in addition, the Sabatier, Bosch, and Fused Salt 
asselliblies require a separate unit for electrolyzing water. These systems 
a re  depicted in Figure 7. 
The Sabatier-Methane Dump assenibly (selected candidate) uses a 
single reduction reactor  operating a t  about 600" F; it is a hydrogenation 
process. The system operates in conjunction with the C02 concentration and 
water electrolysis assemblies. During normal operations, carbon dioxide 
(from the concentrator) and hydrogen (from electrolysis and/or storage) a r e  
combined and fed to the hydrogenater (Sabatier) reactor. The carbon 
dioxide is then hydrogenerated to fo rm water and methane by the following 
reaction: 
The water is electrolyzed to form oxygen and a portion of the hydrogen needed 
to sustain the basic reaction. Since the inethane is dulilpecl overboard, i t s  
hydrogen is lost, and make-up hydrogen from stored water must supplenlent 
the hydrogen recoveTed by electrolysis. 
B O S C H  ASSEMBLY CABIN AIR SABATIER ASSEMBLY 
FUSED S A L T  ASSEMBLY 
SOLID E L E C T R O L Y T E  ASSEMBLY 
R E A C T O R  
H E A T  EXCHANGER 
S A L T  C E L L S  
C 0 2  t CO 
Figure 7. Candidate oxygen recovery assemblies .  
The Sabatier-lilethane cracliing process  is s i n ~ i l a ~  to the Sabatier 
process  described above except that a illethane reactor is einployecl to 
recover the l-ryclrogen. This reac tor  has  to operate a t  1800" F ,  which means 
that it is considerably more  complex than the basic Sabatier reac tor .  Other 
methods include convertiilg the niethane to acetylene, o r  benzene and 
hydrogen. During normal  operations,  the niethane is decolnposed to 
c;li?bon and hydrogen by the following reaction: 
The Sabatier assenlbly is the far thest  advanced in developnlent s ta tus  
anlong the oxygen recovery systems. Prototype developnlent is advanced 
enough to allow iillnlediate s t a r t  of the flight hardware phase. A prototype 
unit successfully conlpleted a 60-day illanned test  a s  an integrated element 
of a life-support sytem, and another unit completed a sinlilar 28-day test .  
I t  has a colnparatively low-reaction t e i ~ z p e r a t u ~ e  (600" F )  that mininlizes the 
inaterials problems. I ts  principal disadvantage i s  need fo r  niakeup hydrogen, 
The hydrogen deficiency i s  nlade up by recovering, storing, and electrolyzing 
just enough additional water to produce the required inetabolic oxygen. The re  
i s  insufficient hydrogen to reduce al l  the carbon dioxide, s o  the unused carbon 
dioxide i s  vented overboard. Figure 8 i l lustrates  the flow diagram of the 
reclainled metabolic oxygen. Figure 9 is identical to Figure 8 except that 
additional water is s tored,  recovered, and electrolyzed to produce oxygen 
for leakage makeup. The resulting hydrogen is therefore available to reduce 
additional carbon dioxide. This would eliminate all  oxygen normally ca r r i ed  
onboard for  leakage makeup (4.43 pounds pe r  day 02) .
Anotlier approach fo r  recovering oxygen cvould be recovery f rom 
electrolysis only, thus eliminating the Sabatier 'eactor and accessories .  
This would require  the storage of 2041 po~lnds of H20  fo r  metabolic O2 only 
every 90 days,  and clunlping of the hydrogen and carbon dioxide overboard. 
The Bosch assenlbly i s  siniilar to the Sabatier assembly except that 
the by-product of the basic reaction i s  carbon, s o  the replenishnlent of 
hydrogen is not required. As  the gas circulates ,  carbon dioxide ( f rom the 
concentrator) and hydrogen (from electrolysis) a r e  added and water and 
cxrbon a re  fornled in the reac tor  on a steel-wool catalyst. Carbon is 
renloved froill the assenlbly by periodic replacement of the carbon-loaded 
catalyst cartridge. The most ser ious problems a r e  removing carbon f rom 


the reactor  car t r idge and carbon fornlation outside the cartridge. Confidence 
that carbon problems can be solved is good. The Bosch asseinbly i s  now in 
the prototype phase of developlnent and can possibly be developed fo r  flight 
a s  ear ly a s  1977. 
The solid electrolyte assembly recovers  oxygen f rom carbon dioxide 
and water vapor in a single s tep a t  1800" F but i t  requi res  a second reaction 
s tep a t  1000° F for  carbon deposition. Oxygen is formed a t  1800" F within the 
reac tor ,  which consists of stacks of ceramic  cylinders o r  discs  surrounded 
by an insulated outer casing by the following simultaneous reactions: 
2 C 0 2 = 2 C O + 0 2  and 2 H 2 0 = 2 H 2 + 0 2  
These reactions &re actually assis ted by the electrochemical transfer of 
oxygen ions froin the cathode through the electrolyte to the anode where 
oxygen is formed. The reactor  outflow contains carbon monoxide and soine 
hydrogen, but it inust a l so  contain a sinall  percentage of carbon dioxide 
because the solid electrolyte mater ial  would decoinpose if all the carbon 
dioxide were reacted. This outflow is cooled to  1000° F and passed through 
a hydrogen separator .  The hydrogen is duinped overboard and the remainder  
of the gas s t r eam is reacted in  the disproportionation reac tor  where carbon is 
deposited by the following reaction: 
2 c o - C  + co, 
Developnlent of the solid electrolyte systenl is well into the r e sea rch  
stage; however, a fully qualified flight assembly could not be finished until 
1979. The principal advantage of the solid electrolyte assenzbly i s  that it 
does not involve electrolysis of water,  and there a r e  no liquid gas phase 
separation problems. The high operating temperature (1800" F) of the basic  
may lead to severe  illaterials problems. 
The Fused Salt assembly operates  a t  1200" F and does not requi re  a 
C 0 2  concentrator, but needs a sinall electrolysis unit. Cabin a i r  is 
processed directly through the assembly and is then returned to the cabin 
atmosphere.  A s  i t  passes  through the assembly, carbon dioxide is removed 
and oxygen is added to the cabin atmosphere in a single step. Good per- 
fornlance i s  anticipated; however, a lightweight assembly will probably be 
~ulavailable until 1980. 
Water Electrolysis 
Water electrolysis is required in nlost of the O2 reclamation systems. 
The water electrolysis unit dissociates water into breathing oxygen, which is 
fed to the cabin, and hydrogen, which is fed to the Sabatier reduction unit. 
Water electrolysis cells suitable for zero-g operations have been developed 
and tested by General Electric,  Allis Chalmers, TRW, AiResearch, and 
others. Fuel cell  technology has been used extensively in the design of these 
electrolysis cells,  which can be considered within the state-of-the-art. 
The electrolysis unit selected for operation with the Sabatier reactor  
is based on studies conducted by the Research Division of Allis Chalmers. 
Two water electrolysis assemblies with built-in redundancy a r e  employed to 
generate a constant flow of oxygen for a crew of 12 men. Each assembly 
consists of three identical modules, each with enough capacity for 4 .5  men. 
Two modules of each assembly would operate a t  a slightly reduced ra te  
during 12-man occupancy. The third module in each assenlbly is an operational 
spare. Each illodule contains three operating cell  stacks of 1. 5-man capacity, 
a current  controller, a condenser, back-pressure regulators for each of the 
two-gas exit lines, a water supply regulator, and instrumentation. These 
nlodules a r e  designed to operate only in the daylight portion of low earth 
orbit. 
This electrolysis assembly is a wick-fed concept and, with an 
unusually strong effort, can be developed for a flight a s  early a s  1974. 
Development is well into the prototype phase. A 4-man unit has conipleted 
a 360-hour test  a s  part  of the NASA Langley Research Center ILSS. 
Figure 10 is an overall schematic of the electrolysis unit and Table 8 
gives a detailed weight breakdown, including spares ,  of the Sabatier and 
electrolysis units. 

TABLE 8, OXYGEN RECLAMATION ASSEMBLY DETAILED 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
Pressure  Transducer 
P ressure  Ratio Regulator 
Shutoff Valve 
Cycle Acculnulator 
O2 Warning Sensor 
Signal Conditioner 
Temperature Transducer 
Signal C oilditioner 
Solenoid Valve 
Timer,  Electrical 
Condenser/Water Separator 
Teinperature Control Valve 
Teinperature Controller 
Installation Provisions 
Current Regulator 
Back Pressure  Regulator 
Ii~strumentation 
Pl~un~bing and Wiring 
a. Two assenlblies operating (12 men) 
TABLE S. (Concluded) 
I Spares  (Sabatier Reactor)  I 
Sabatier Reactor  
Pressure  Transducer  
P r e s s u r e  Ratio Regulator 
Shutoff Valve 
Cycle Accumulator 
O2 Warning Sensor 
Solenoid Valve 
Timer ,  Electr ical  
Condenser/Water Separator 
Temperature Control Valve 
Temperature  Controller 
Spares  (Elt c t rolysis  Unit) (6 .3  ft3) 
Cell Stack (One 3-Man Module) 
Condenser 
Curren t  Regulator 
Cold P la te  
Back P r e s s u r e  Regulator 
Instrunlentation 
TOTAL (OVERALL) 
ATMOSPHER fC PUR IFICAPilQN ASSEMBLY 
The main purpose of the atnzospheric purification assembly is Lo 
maintain the carbon dioxide, t race  contaminants, and bacterial  count within 
acceptable l imits.  T o  a s su re  continuous, long-duration control of these 
i tems ,  redundancy will have to  be provided through interconnected dual 
components, maintainability, repa i r ,  replacement,  safety equipment, and 
spares .  
Carbon dioxide ( C 0 2 )  concentration in the cabin atnlosphere must be 
controlled to an acceptable level. When al l  12 men a r e  in the same  com- 
partment,  6 Q2 part ia l  p re s su re  (nominal maximum) nlust not exceed 
7.  6 111111 Kg; when the crew is fairly evenly distributed throughout the space 
station, 6Q2 part ia l  p re s su re  must be maintained between 3.  8 and 5.7 nlnl Hg; 
during emergencies ,  C 0 2  partial  p re s su re  (emergency maximum) must  not 
exceed 15 n l l l ~  Hg fo r  a n l a x i i n ~ ~ m  period of 72 hours.  
Nine candidate concepts for  C 0 2  removal a r e  l isted in Table 1. All 
concepts can remove and concentrate C 0 2  a t  an adequate rate .  Concepts 
with acceptable, but limited, purity a r e  nlolecular sieve, solid amine, s team 
desorbed res in ,  liquid absorption, and mechanical freezeout. Puri ty  of the 
membrane diffusion, carbonation cel l ,  electrodialysis,  and N2 depolarized 
cell  concepts are potentially unlimited; however, s o n ~ e  inherent problems 
exis t  that prevent their  acceptance. The electrodialysis , carbonation ce l l ,  
and nleclianical freezeout concepts a r e  very  heavy in weight. Men~brane  
diffusion is limited for use because of f i re  hazard and toxicity problems. 
The presence of hydrogen and oxygen in the electrodialysis and hydrogen- 
depolarized cel l  concepts presents  a potential f i r e  o r  explosion hazard. 
Liquid absorption has ~ i l o r e  definite probleins with potential fo r  car ryover  
o r  lealtage of corrosive liquid, which lnaltes nlaintenance dangerous. The  
solid anline concept requi res  more development, and the nature of the sorbent 
(a niixkure of chemicals deposited on a solid c a r r i e r )  r a i s e s  doubt about bed 
life. The only candidates remaining for Space Station selection a r e  the s team 
clesorption and molecular sieve concepts. 
Tlie s t eam desorption concept is selected f o r  the Space Station 
because iif  ~ t s  a l l around superiority. I t  is relatively safe except for  the 
possibility of some  ainine car ryover ,  which is considered unlikely. Materials 
a r e  not flaltiniable, and gas lealtage cannot resul t  in a toxic o r  explosive 
condition. Peyiodic processing of s team,  which is safe a t  ambient p re s su re ,  
should help prevent bacteria growth in the condenser-separators. The 
molecular sicvc concept is relatively well developed, but i ts  potential for 
further technological growth is limited; however, i t  can serve  a s  a backup 
candidate in case development problems occur on the steam desorption 
concept. 
The steam desorption concept is now in the early prototype phase and 
can be developed for flight a s  early a s  1975 o r  1976. The pacing item may 
be the zero-g steam generator or  a compressor that handles C02 efficiently. 
The molecular sieve has the most successful operating history of all  the 
candidates. 
The steam desorption concept is described quantitatively and 
schematically in Figure 11. In normal operation, both ion exchange resin 
beds may be absorbing, o r  one may be absorbing and the other desorbing 
a t  any given time. Each bed desorbs only 25 percent of the time. When 
both beds a r e  absorbing C02,  cabin a i r  is directed through both beds, in 
parallel, by a single fan. The ion exchange resin in each bed absorbs C02 
until a 40- to 50-percent C02 concentration is attained. When one bed 
reaches this condition, i t  begins the desorption phase (while the other bed 
continues absorption) with a i r  bypassing this bed. During desorption, s team 
a t  ambient pressure  is generated directly into the desorbing bed. 
A schematic of the molecular sieve concept is shown in Figure 12. 
Basic to the operation of this four-bed sorption system is a sorbent material 
that has a high affinity for  C02; an artificial zeolite (molecular sieve) is 
used. Two canisters function alternately in absorbing and desorbing modes. 
Since the sorbent has a preferential affinity for water vapor, an additional 
pair of desiccant canisters ,  usually containing silica gel, is used to absorb 
the moisture from the process steam before i t  enters  the C02 removal beds. 
A detailed weight breakdown of the atmospheric purification and 
control assembly is given in Table 9. 
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Figure 12. Molecular sieve C 0 2  concentrator concept. 
TABLE 9. ATMOSPHERIC PURIFICATION AND CONTROL 
ASSEMBLY OETAILED WEIGHT BREAKDOiniTlt' 
Component 
( CO, CONCENTRATOR ASSEMBLY 
Fan 
Ion Exchange Resin Bed (enlarged) 
Steam Generator 
C ondenser/Separator 
C ondenser/Separator CO, 
Compressor  
Accumulator ( I  I ft3) 
Water Injector 
Water Regulator 
Diverter  Valve, Solenoid 
T i m e r  
Solenoid Valve, Shutoff 
Checli Valve 
Control Panel 
Instrumentation 
Ducting and Wiring 
Insulation 
Structural Support 
CO, Assembly Volume = 54 ft3 
(estimated) 
CONTAMINANT CONTROL 
I Trace  Gas Assembly 
Fan 
Heater  Control 
Sorbent Canister  
P r e s o r b  Canister 
Catalytic Burner  
Post-sorb Canister 
Valve, Solenoid Shutoff 
Number 
Required 
Power 
(W) 
3 0 2 4 ~  
a. Three  assemblies  operating 
38 
TABLE 9. (continued) 
Trace Gas Assembly (Concluded) 
Valve, Manual Shutoff 
Valve, Manual 3-Way 
H/X, Regenerative 
Trace Gas Assembly Volume = 13 ft3 
Bacteria C ontanlinant Assembly 
Bacteria Fi l ter  (Estimated 
life of 50 days) 
Storage bags and processing 
Total 
Particulate Contamination Assembly 
Roughing Fil ter  
Debris Trap 
Total 
SPARES 
COz Concentrator (6 f @ )  
Ion Exchange Resin Bed 
Fans 
Diverter Valve, Solenoid 
Steani Generator 
Condenser/Separator 
Timers  
Solenoid Valve, Shutoff 
a.  Three assemblies operating 
TABLE 9. (Concluded) 
C02 Concentrator (6 fl?) (Concluded) 
Check Valve 
Trace  Gas Assembly (4 ft3) 
Sorbent Canister 
Catalytic Burner 
Presorb  Canister 
Post-sorb Canister 
Heater Control 
Bacteria Control Assembly 
Bacteria Filter 
Storage bags and processing 
Particulate Control Assembly 
Roughing Filter 
SECTION VI ,  VIdERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY 
The primary function of the thermal control system i s  to maintain a 
shirtsleeve environment a t  a temperature of 70 5" F and a relative humidity 
of 40 & 10 percent. An active double-loop thermal control system was selected 
for analysis, with FC-75 fluid in the radiator loop and water in the cabin loop. 
The cabin loop absorbs heat from the components inside the Space Station and 
transfers this heat to the radiator loop by means of an intermediate (liquid/ 
liquid) heat exchanger. This heat is then radiated to space through the Space 
Station radiator. The double-loop thermal control system has been designed 
to reject  40 kilowatts of thermal energy (136 520 Btu/hr) . 
Cabin Loop 
The cabin-loop schematic is shown in Figure 13, Two gas/liquid 
heat exchangers a r e  used, only one of which condenses the moisture from the 
cabin a i r ,  and the other is a noncondensing heat exchanger. Through the use 
of two gas/liquid heat exchangers, i t  seeills possible to achieve a higher 
inlet telnperature of the water to the liquid/liquid heat exchanger and, thus, 
a higher radiator-inlet temperature than if only one gas/liquid heat exchanger 
were used (with only one gas/liquid heat exchanger, a larger  percentage of 
the cabin a i r  would have to be brought to  a temperature sufficiently low to 
condense the moisture).  This seems possible theoretically; however, in 
actual practice i t  may be difficult to construct a gas/liquid heat exchanger 
capable of condensing enough moisture with a mininlum cooling of the cabin 
air .  Such a heat exchanger would have to incorporate a low air-bypass factor 
a s  well a s  a high water-condensing efficiency. 
The gas/liquid heat exchanger consists of a number of tubes through 
which coolant water flows (Fig. 14). A fan moves the cabin atinosphere 
across these tubes. The cabin a i r  passes through the noncondensing heat , 
exchanger f i r s t  and then a portion of this a i r  passes into the condensing heat 
exchanger. This allows the a i r  entering the condensing heat exchanger to be 
a t  a lower telnperature than if warin a i r  were routed through both exchangers. 
Thus, theoretically, the condensing heat exchanger will operate more 
efficiently. 
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Figure 14. Cabin heat exchanger configuration. 
Water is the coolant fluid recommended for the secondary (cabin) 
loop since it provides for maximum safety from fire and toxicity during the 
long-duration nlission and a practical maintenance capability. Its disadvan- 
tages a r e  a high vapor pressure and its restriction to operation above 32" F. 
The heat generated by the fans in the gas/liquid heat exchangers is 
dissipated to the a i r ,  whereas the heat generated by the pump is either 
transferred to the a i r  o r  to a cold plate. 
Cold plates a re  used to cool var ious i tems of equipnlent in the cabin 
(F igs .  13 and 15 and Table 1 0 ) .  A cold-plate configuration is show11 in 
Figure 15. It consists of a plate-fin arrangei~ient  hrough which the water 
passes .  Table 10 and Figure 13 give the character is t ics  of the gas/liquid 
heat exchangers and cold plates for  a total heat load of 136 520 Btu/hr and 
for  the configurations shown in Figure 13. 
Figure 15. Cold plate configuration. 
The liquid/liquid heat exchanger is used to t ransfer  heat f rom the 
secondary (cabin) loop to the pr imary  (radiator)  loop. Figure 16 shows the 
flow arrangement for  the liquid/liquid heat exchanger that consists of a 
compact plate-fin arrangement in c r o s s  flow and has a 0.85 effectivei~ess.  
TABLE 10, CHARACTERISTICS OF CABIN LOOP THERMAL 
CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
Operations center 
Water reclamation 
and management 
Thermal control 
Carbon dioxide 
Attitude control 
Instrumentation and 
communication 
Length (L) 5 .5  ft 
Width (W) 0.15 ft 
Depth (D) 5 .5  ft 
Notes: 
1. Cabin air flow rate = 14 000 f$/min 
2. Cabin air velocity = 15 ft/min 
3. Supplemental fans are used for stagnation areas (weight = 20 lb, input power = 780 W) 
SECONDARY FLUID 
PRIMARY FLUID 
Figure 16. Flow arrangement of intermediate heat exchanger. 
Table 10 shonis the characteristics of the liquid/liquid heat exchanger 
for a total heat transfer rate of 136 520 Btu/hr. The arrangement shown in 
Figure 13 gives an inlet temperature to the liquid/liquid heat exchanger of 
75" F and an outlet temperature of 39" F. 
B. Radiator Loop 
Radiator design is an important item in the overall thermal control 
system because of the large surface area  'equired for heat rejection. An 
integral-type radiator (fabricated a s  part of the spacecraft skin structure) 
was selected for the. Space Station because of its sii~lplicity and weight 
saving. The integral-type radiator has its tubes attached underneath the 
spacecraft skin (meteoroid shield) and utilizes the skill between tubes as  
the radiating fins (Fig. 17).  A radiator having circumferential cooliilg tubes 
was selected to minimize control problems. This selection allows the heat 
TUBES ATTACHED BEHEATH 
METEOROID BUMPER 
o. POSITION OF  RADIATOR ON SPACE STATION 
FC-75 TUBE 
METEOROID SHIELD 
THICKNESS 
FIN WIDTH 
b. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF T ' IBE-F IN  DESIGN ANALYZED 
Figure 17. Tifie and fill coni ' ig i~~at io i~  for integral radiator.  
absorbed (irradiation) to be averaged over the circunlference, This gives 
a tube length of approximately 104 feet. FC-75 i s  the coolant fluid 
reconiliiended for the radiator loop. This fluid is produced by the Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing Company, is an inert fluorochemical that has low 
power requirements, and is nonflammable and mildly toxic. A disadvantage, 
however, i s  its high density. 
Figure 18 presents the effects of solar absorptivity on radiator design. 
The application of 2-93 paint and its optical properties will have to be con- 
trolled. High values of solar absorptance necessitate large radiator areas.  
Other Space Station orientations such a s  broadside-to-sun could require even 
larger radiator areas.  
The radiator was designed using an orbital-averaged heat flux of 
60 ~ t u / h r - f t 2  and a heat rejectioil of 40 kilowatts. Table 11 presents the 
clzaracteristics of the radiator loop. The required surface a rea  is 3962 ft2, 
whereas the nzaxinluin cylindrical ayes is only 4160 ft2. If docking ports,  
windows, antennae, etc. , require much cylindrical a rea ,  other sources fo r  
radiator a r e a  will have to be obtained (e. g. , deployable radiators) .  Since 
the outer meteoroid shield is only 0. 03-inch thick, additional a rmor  has to 
be supplied for  the radiator tubes. The total radiator loop weight is 2932 
pounds which does not include the weight of the meteoroid shield. 
Since the bulkheads will be insulated and used for mounting equipment, 
only the cylindrical section of the Space Station has been considered in 
determining the absorbed irradiation and heat rejection capability. F o r  
additional thermal control of the radiator,  a system wit11 a constant-flow 
pump and a modulating valve to bypass a portion of the total flow around 
the radiator may be utilized. This provides a means of controlling the proper 
heat rejection rates. Figure 19 illustrates the illodulating valve bypass 
system. 
Using the maximum orbital-averaged absorbed heat flux necessitates 
the utilization of a thernzal capacitor to absorb the excess heat during tiiiles 
of illaxiilluln heating (when vehicle is in sunlight) and to reject  heat when in 
the earth's shadow. This capacitor probably can best be placed just before 
the inlet to the liquid/liquid heat exchanger in the radiation loop (Fig. 13) .  
Operating in this manner i t  will keep the temperature a t  the inlet to the 
liquicl/liquid heat exchanger a t  the melting point of the phase-change substance 
employed in the capacitor. 

TABLE d l .  INTEGML RADIATOR DESIGN 
Ite 111 
Total spacecraft  heat load 
Absorbed radiation heat flux 
Flow ra t e  through radiator 
Tube dinliieter 
Radiator fluid 
Radiator length 
Radiator width 
Radiator a r e a  
Inlet teniperature 
Outlet temperature 
Nuniber of tubes 
Arnior thicliness 
Punip power reyuireiiients 
Fin width 
Fin efficiency 
Tubes and ar inor  
Surface coating 
Therilial capacitor ( 3  f t  by 3 f t  by 3 ft)  
FC-75 
Pulllp 
Total Radiator Loop (excluding fin) 
Data 
136 520 Btu/hr 
60. 0 ~ t u / h r - f t 2  
16 070 lbin/hr 
0. 25 in. 
53 
0. 17 in. 
160 W 
0. 68 f t  
0. 973 
Weight (Ib) 
1200 
172 
750a 
770 
4 0 
a .  Inclucles only the s t ructural  members  of the capacitor which requi res  
i i 9 0  pounds of r e se rve  water to be used a s  the phase-change medium. 
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Figure 19. Primary system modulating bypass schematic. 
In this analysis, reserve water was considered a s  the phase-change 
medium in the capacitor. Thus, the outlet temperature of the radiator will 
be kept near 32O F where i t  enters the liquid/liquid heat exchanger. When in 
sunlight, the radiator outlet tenlpersture will be higher because of the 
incident solar radiatioll than wheil in the shadow; but, the water (ice) will 
absorb the excess hent froilz the FC-75 and melt, thus collecting heat for 
rejection on the cold side of the orbit. When in the earth 's  shadow, the cold 
FC-75 fluid will absorb heat from the water in the capacitor and reject it to 
space by means of the radiator,  while the water will tend to freeze. Thus, 
the FC-75 entering the liquicl/liquid heat exchanger will be kept a t  approxi- 
luately 32O I?. Water is reconlinended for use in the thermal capacitor since 
it  has a relatively high heat of fusion and since the reserve water on board 
may be used for this purpose. Figure 18 shows the weights of the thermal 
capacitor for  varying values of time-averaged irradiation. 
In this analysis, the sizes and weights of the main thermal control 
sgstelx components have been estimated for  preliminary design purposes. 
This includes the radiator,  thermal capacitor, liquid/liquid heat exchanger, 
cabin heat exchangers, cold plates, pumps, coolant fluids, and structural 
members. Table 12 gives the weight breakdown for the entire thermal 
control system. 
TABLE 12. WEIGHTS FOR ACTIVE DOUBLE-LOOP 
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
Tubes and a rmor  
Surface coating 
Thermal capacitor 
L/ L heat exchanger 
G/L heat exchanger (condensing) 
G/ L heat exchanger (noncondensing) 
Pump (cabin loop) 
Tubing (cabin loop) 
Water (cabin loop) 
Supplemental fans 
Mounting brackets and misc. 
a .  Includes only the structural meilibers of the capacitor which requires 
1190 pounds of reserve water to be used a s  the phase-change medium. 
6, Conclusions 
Conclusions drawn fro111 the therinal-control investigation a r e  a s  
follows : 
1. Radiator design is a critical item. The radiator area  required 
(based upon a = 0.35, c = 0.85 - 2-93 surface coating) to reject 
S 
40 kilowatts of waste heat when exposed to the nlaxiinuln orbital-averaged 
absorbed irradiation ( a  thermal capacitor being used) is approximately 
3962 ft2. The lnaximuln cylindrical a rea  of the vehicle is 4160 ft2. The area  
between the bulkheads is 2872 ft2. Some of .the surface will be unavailable 
for radiator a r e a  because of space for  windows, antennae, solar panel 
attachments, docking ports,  etc. , and thus it is unlikely that sufficient 
radiator a rea  can be found on the vehicle surface. 
2. It appears that with the vehicle oriented in the X-POP mode o r  
broadside-to-the-sun, deployable radiators will have to be used. There a r e  
several recourses that may prove workable and enable rejection of the heat 
without deployable radiators.  These a r e  a s  follows: 
a .  Maintaining an approxiinate vehicle nose-to-sun orientation. 
The nose-to-siun orientation would require a heavier attitude and control 
system than the X-POP orientation but may prove feasible. 
b. Vehicle power programming. Vehicle power programming 
(lowering power requirenients when the vehicle is in sunlight) certainly is 
not desirable a s  it would interfere with experiments and other spacecraft 
functions. 
3. An active-loop thermal-control system is reconi~nended because 
of the low co~nponent emperatures and the range of te~nperatures of the 
various colnponents. Little, if any, advantage can be obtained by use of a 
heat-pipe system. 
4. The phase-change material in the thermal capacitor should be 
water. Water is reconllnended since i t  has a rather  high heat of fusion and 
because the reserve water already on board the Space Station inay be used 
in the capacitor for  weight savings. 
5. The requirements of a low relative humidity necessitates relatively 
low water temperatures  in the cabin loop and l imits  the radiator-inlet 
temperature.  A condensing and noncondensing heat  exchanger combination 
lnay not have a great  advantage over a single-cabin heat exchanger, depending 
on whether a very efficient condensing heat exchanger can be constructed. 
This condensing heat exchanger would have to require  only limited overall  
cooling of the cabin a i r  while removing a sufficient amount of moisture.  
This  problem should be further investigated. 
SECTION V I I .  WATER MANAGEMENTIWATER 
RECMMAT IOTI ASSEMBLY 
Tlie pr imary function of the water iiianagement/water reclamation 
asseiiibly is to maintain a potable water supply in  the closed environment of 
the Space Station. Tlie water must  always be s te r i le  and f r ee  of organic 
and inorganic toxic material .  Man needs approximately 7 pounds of water 
pe r  day fo r  drinking and food preparation, and, in  addition, about 13 pounds 
per  day for  washing and personal hygiene. The delivery of potable water f o r  
use on deliland implies supplying specific quantities fo r  specified uses  a t  the 
proper temperature.  It  is possible to obtain potable water reclaimed fro111 
wash water, urine, aiid humidity condensate. The niost difficult is the 
reclamation of water f rom urine. The fecal water and the water used in 
the food a r e  unrecovered. 
Water potability requirements f o r  space applications have been 
established by tlie Space Science Board (SSB) ad hoc Panel  on Water Quality 
Standards for  long-duration Manned Space Missions. SSB defines micro- 
biological potable water a s  that containing no more than 10 viable organisms 
pe r  milliliter. Urine requires  a pretreatment agent to prevent bacterial  
growth and to clieil~ically fix the volatile ammonia. This  agent a lso neutralizes 
the niany illinor contaiiiinants found in urine and keeps them f rom being 
carried along with the reclamation process  and ending up in the potable water. 
The niost effective agents available a r e  a mixture of chromium trioxide and 
sulfuric acid added to the waste water in the holding tanks. 
Table 13 suiiilnarizes the Space Station water balance for  the 12-man 
crew. The values shown in this table require  that the overall  water recovery 
efficiency be 99 percent for  the wasli-water loop, 95 percent for  the urine 
loop, aiid 100 percent for  the condensate. 
The state-of-the-art processes  of meeting the requirenients for water 
reclaliiation fall into two broad categories: distillation and filtration. The 
practical distillation asselliblies include various foriiis of evaporators and 
condensers.  The  filtration assemblies  include such methods a s  r eve r se  
osniosis, electrodialysis,  and multifiltration. 
TABLE 13. SPACE STATION WATElt  BALANCE (12 MEN) 
Food and drink (6. 99 lb/man-day) 
Water of oxidation (0.78 lb/man-day) 
Wash water (3 .  90 lb/man-day) 
Personal  hygiene (7. 50 lb/man-day) 
Urinal r inse  water (2  lb/rnan-day) 
Electrolysis (makeup H20) 
Total required 
Urine (95% efficiency) 
Perspirat ion and respiration 
Water in food waste 
Water in feces  
Equipment and P roces ses  
Wash water (99% efficiency) 
Urinal flush water (9.5% efficiency) 
Reclamation inefficiencies (stored) 
Stored makeup H20  
Total unrecovered 
a. Unrecovered 
The best possible choices of candidates for water recovery a r e  a i r  
evaporation, vacuum distillation/ coinpression, vapor diffusion/colnpression, 
vapor diffusion, midtifiltration, and r eve r se  osmosis.  Tlzese assenlblies 
a r e  shocvn in Figures  20 through 26. 
In the air-evaporation assembly (Fig.  20 ) ,  waste water is collected 
in the pretreatment  tanks and fed to the evaporator wicks through a metering 
pump. The water then evaporates into a c a r r i e r  gas (circulated pas t  the 
wicks) ,  which picks up water froill the wicks and leaves the evaporator 
nearly saturated and a t  a reduced tenlperature.  Froni  there,  i t  goes through 
a condensing heat exchanger, where the vapor condenses and is separated 
from the gas.  Finally, the gas is drawn back to the evaporator;  af ter  just 
passing through a heater.  The condensed water is continuously reizzoved and 
punlped through a s e r i e s  of charcoal and bacter ia  f i l ters .  
One of the main advantages of the air-evaporation technique is that 
i t  is capable of recovering nearly 100 percent of the water froin urine. It 
a lso produces water of excellent potability. Prototype air-evaporation 
systenzs have been put through extensive tests .  One assenibly has  conlpleted 
a successful 28-day tes t  in the NASA ILSS. The air-evaporation concept can 
reasonably be developed for  flight a s  ear ly a s  1974. This  concept has  two 
nlajor safety hazards: (1) during operations, conditions in the wick a r e  
itleal for bacterial  growth and the ~vicks  a r e  flammable, and (2)  their  s torage 
on board the Space Station poses a f i r e  hazard. 
The vacuum distillation/con~pression assenlbly r e f e r s  to  a vacuunz 
distillation assenlbly with sonze type of artificial  gravity and intermediate 
vapor compression. The assenlbly (Fig. 21) enlployes a ro ta ry  drum 
vacuunl distillation unit with an  integral vapor compressor .  Waste water 
i s  fed into a circulation loop that includes the rotating sti l l .  A s  the waste 
circulates through the evaporator,  the water vaporizes a t  near-ambient 
temperature; a low pressure  is maintained by a vent to space. In the 
compressor ,  the vapor pressure  and temperature a r e  raised above the levels 
in the evaporator s o  that a temperature difference exists between the con- , 
denser and evaporator. When condensation occurs ,  the heat of condensation 
i s  t ransferred by conduction to the evaporator. 
Vapor diffusion (Fig.  22) and vapor diffusion/con~pression (Fig. 23) 
are  sinlilar enough to warrant discussing them together. The only difference 
i s  that a compressor  is added to permit  recovery of the heat of condensation. 
Vapor diffusion i s  an anzbient pressure  distillation process  in which water 
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Figure 20. Closed cycle a i r  evaporation concept. 
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Figure 21. Vacuum distillation/compression concept. 
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Figure 23. Vapor diffusion/co~npression concept. 

Figure 25. Multifiltration concept. 
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Figure 26. Reverse osmosis concept. 
evaporates from a nlelnbrane surface, diffuses through a narrow gas-filled 
gap, and condenses on a porous metal condensing-separating surface, The 
semipermeable membrane prevents the passage of solids and other contami- 
nants into the condenser. In the noncompression version, the gap is gas- 
filled a t  slightly greater  than ambient pressure.  The vapor diffuses through 
the gap and condenses on the water porous plate condenser surface. In the 
compression version, the gap contains no gas and the vapor is drawn off, 
col~ipressed,  and returned to a gap on the opposite side of the evaporator 
(Fig. 24). There it condenses, giving up the heat of condensation to the 
evaporating fluid. 
The menlbranes in these assembl iekare  limited life i tems;  therefore, 
all  membranes, incl~tding spares,  a r e  installed in a modularized unit. Five 
lnoclules a r e  provided in each vapor diffusion/compression assembly, which 
has a 9-man capability. Three of the modules per  assembly a r e  operating; 
whereas, two a r e  for redundancy. When a membrane failure occurs, a new 
module can be activated. Two vapor diffusion/compression assemblies a r e  
provided in the Space Station for a i2-man capability. 
Multifiltration (Fig. 25) is a method in which waste water i s  filtered 
through various lllaterials to remove contaminants. Preliminary analysis 
indicates that the total equivalent weight required for filtering urine o r  wash 
water in this lllanner is illuclz greater than for any other assembly; thus, 
multifiltration was considered for condensate reclaniation only, Only 
charcoal and bacterial fil ters a r e  used for this purpose. 
Multifiltration i s  a relatively simple assenlbly and the coinponents and 
materials a r e  available. Recovery efficiency in excess of 99 percent is 
possible with this assembly. One of the advantages of the system is that the 
power requirement i s  negligible. 
Reverse oslllosis (Fig. 26) i s  a process that uses high pressure to 
force water from a solution through a semipermeable membrane into a l e s s  
concentrated solution. The natural osmotic force tends to cause spontaneous 
nlovement of the water f rom the less  to the more-concentrated solution by 
pressurization of the less-concentrated solution and reversing the flow. This 
i s  why it is called reverse osmosis. 
The inajor water-reclamation equipment selected fo r  the Space Station 
i s  vapor diffusion/co~~~pression f r the wash and urine water loops and multi- 
filtration for humidity condensate. The major factors influencing the selection 
of the two vapor diffusion concepts were relatively low weight, low 
niaintenance tinie, and best inherent sterility. Multifiltration can readily be 
integrated with the vapor diffusion/compression concept with very good 
performance. Reverse osiliosis also is an excellent candidate for condensate 
recovery. 
Three potable water tanks (1205 pounds capacity each) a r e  provided 
for storing the initial and reclaimed water. Thus, the total capacity of the 
tanks is 3615 pounds of water, of which 2425 pounds a r e  for reserves  and 
general uses and 1190 pounds .for the thermal capacitor in the thermal-control 
assembly. These tanks can be equipped either with or without bladders. 
Bladderless tanks a r e  preferred because of their increased reliability and 
greatly reduced maintenance problems. Their prinie drawback, however, 
is that a true zero-g capability has yet to be demonstrated. The collection 
tanks, which serve  to collect all  the waste water for delivery to a single 
distillation processing assembly, would be the same type bladderless tank 
a s  the potable storage water tank. Heaters and insulation a r e  necessary for 
the tanks to maintain the stored water a t  160 degrees to ensure potability. 
A detailed weight breakdown of the water manageinent/water 
reclamation assembly is given in Table 14. 
TABLE 14, WATER MANAGEMENT/WATER R E C U M A T I O N  
ASSEMBLY WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
I Component I 
Reserve Water Tanks (40-in. I. D. ) 
Diffusion Still Asselllbly ( 5  modules) 
llultifiltration Asselnbly 
Potable iVater Tank 
Chenlical Storage Tank 
Chelllical Injector 
Heater 
Heater Control 
Solids Sensor 
Bacteria Filter 
Charcoal Filter 
Condirctivity and Control Sensor 
Pump 
4-Way Solenoicl Valve 
3-Way Solenoid Valve 
Check Valve 
Chemical Shutoff Valve 
Vent Valve 
Manual Shutoff Valve 
Manual Diverter Valve 
Check Valve 
Regulator, 25 psi 
Regulator, 20  psi 
C o n ~ p r e s s o ~  
Accunulator 
Chiller 
Chemical Solenoid Shutoff Valve 
Heater Control 
Liquicl Collector 
Heat Exchanger 
P u n p  
Bacteria FiIter Cartridges 
Charcoal Filter Cartridges 
Hose and Connector 
Tank Level Control 
Heater Control 
Vapor Compressor 
Installation 
Total (Overall) 
Number 
Required 
Weight 
(lb) 
Power 
(W) 
a. Assemblies occupy 25 ft3 
b. 2 asseinblies operating. 
c. Assembly occupies 8 ft3. 
TABLE 14. (Concluded) 
Vapor Dlffuslon/Cornpresslon (1  1 ft3) 
Chenllcal Tank 
Chemical Injector 
Heater  Control 
Conductlvlty Sensor 
Charcoal Canis ter  
4-Way Solenold Valve 
Conlpressor  
Solenold Diverter Valve 
Heater  
Chech Valve 
P res su re  Regulator 
Bacterial Fl l ter  Canister 
Control ler  
Solids Sensor 
Solenold Shutoft Valve 
hIanual 3-Way Valve 
Pulllp 
Total  (Overall)  
Multifiltration ( 8  fe)  
Charcoal Canis ter  
Bacteria Fl l ter  
Pun1p 
Solenold Valve 
Conductlvlty Sensor 
Dlver ter  Valve 
Control ler  
Total  
2  
3 
2  
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2  
2  
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
5 . 0  
102.0 
3 .6  
2. 8 
0 .3  
3 . 0  
1 .2  
3.0 
2 .6  
1 . 6  
0 . 4  
- 12.0  
157.0 
1. 8 
1 . 2  
12 
3 .6  
3 .6  
3 6 
3 . 0  
28 .8  
SECTION Vf  I I, WASTFMANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY 
The waste-management assembly inust be equipped lo handle both 
liquid and solid waste materials.  This requires the collecting, treating, and 
storing and/or disposing of these wastes, and independently collecting and 
transferring raw urine to the water-management assembly. The asse~nb ly  
must be capable of eliminating odors, aerosols,  and existing gases. Waste 
matter should be sterilized to inhibit o r  eliminate micro-organism production, 
prevent production of gases (COz, CH4, Hz, HzS) in the wastes, and prevent 
crew contanzination i f  stored wastes escape into living areas .  The waste 
inaterials should be reduced a s  111uch a s  possible in mass  and volwlle for 
storage purposes. 
The variety of wastes encountered presents significant problenls in 
the selection of a waste-control assembly. Such problems a s  different levels 
of micro-organism activity and the differences in their physical characteris- 
t ics (volume, density, co~lzposition, etc. ) must be considered. 
The waste-n~anageiz~ent system nlust be capable of bandling all types 
of wastes (liquicls and solids).  Seine of the type wastes that will be 
encountered a r e  unused foocl, food containers, urine sludge, urine, feces, 
hair ,  vomitus, and fingernail clippings. Appropriate steps i~ lus t  be taken to 
reduce the volume, to s tore,  or to destroy these materials,  because the 
accumulation of garbage on extended flights will be overwhelnzing. Micro- 
organisnls contanlinate and colonize in food debris,  thus causing gases, 
odors, and health hazards in the cabin atnzosphere. Micro-organisms also 
colonize urine to degrade urea and uric-acid co~llponents to toxi-anmonia 
gas. These factors nialte i t  nzandatory to eliminate the inanual transfer of 
feces. 
Urine collection and transfer nlust be accoinplished under zero-g 
conditions, while positively preventing the escape of urine to the cabin. The 
urine collection and transfer  asseinbly illust be capable of being operated 
either separately or  siizzultaneously with defecation, Three basic concepts 
a r e  available for the collection and transfer of raw urine: the collector/ 
bladder wit11 izianual transfer; the liquid/gas flow with sponge/hladder 
pressurized t r a n s f e r  and the liquid/gas flow with centrifugal phase 
separation/transfer. 
The liquid/gas flow with centrifugal phase separation/transfer is 
selected for integration with the integrated vttcuun~ decolnposition concept, 
~~~11ich is described below. It is the inost accepted, psychologic~lly, of the 
three and requires the illiniinuil~ of effort on the par t  of the crew. The 
collector/ bladder with manual transfer is psychologically unacceptable and 
i s  time-consunling for long missions. The liquid/gas flow with sponge/ 
bladder pressurized transfer is inore feasible where urine is dunzped to  space 
vac ~1~111. 
The liquid/gas flow with centrifugal phase separation/transfer concept 
enlployes a centrifugal fan to draw a i r  froin the cabin through the urinal 
during urination. Each crewinan is provided with his own diaphragm, which 
is inserted in the urinal after removing the sealing cap. Positive transfer  
during zero-g operation is accomplished by activation of the fan during 
urination. A motor-driven centrifugal separator separates the urine froill 
the a i r  flow, which passes through the bacteria and odor removal f i l ters  
before returning to the cabin. The raw urine is pw~iped to the water- 
management system. 
Twelve waste-control concepts a r e  listed in Table 1. The integrated 
vacuunl deconlposition concept is the selected candidate for the Space Station 
because of its light weight, safe characteristics,  and low volume. 
The integrated vacuum deconzposition concept utilizes vacuum and 
high tenlperature to clecoinpose waste inaterials into gaseous products that 
can be exhausted to vacuwn. When the chamber cools down after heating, 
the residue is vacuunled out of the chamber. This amounts to about 12 
percent of the total wastes processed. Four waste collector/incinerators 
a r e  provided with the concept, of which two a r e  alternately available for  
collection during any 24-hour period. 
The integrated vacuum decoilzposition concept is schematically 
illustrated in Figure 27, and a detailed weight breakdown is shown in 
Table 15. 

TABLE 15. WASTE NLCINAGEMENT ASSEMBLY 
DETA_ILED WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
Heater Control 
Ash Collector 
Process  Flow Fan 
Urine/Air Separator 
Bacteria Fi l ter  
Odor Rellioval Filter 
Ash Collector Fan 
Solenoid Shutoff Valve 
Checli Valve 
Manual Shutoff Valve 
Heat Exchangers 
Structures and Installation 
&liscellaneous 
Total 
Assembly volume = 127. I ft3 
Spares (2. 9 ft3) 
Shredder 
Bacteria F i l t e r  
Bacteria F i l t e r  --.Expendable 
Zirinal 
Urine/Air Separator 
Urine Punlp 
Process  Flow Fan 
Cycle Control 
Solelloid Shutoff Valve 
Check Valve 
Ash Collector Fan 
High Tenlperature Shutoff Valve (R) 
High Temperature Shutoff Valve 
Odor Removal Filter - Expendable 
Urine Checli Valve 
Incinerator Heater (R) 
Heater Control 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
12 
3 
7 
5 
2 
1 
50 
I 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
20 
1 
1 
2 
33.6 
1. 5 
6.3 
25.0 
155.3 
22.0 
-
354.0 
40.0 
2 .0  
100.0 
3. 0 
10.0 
3. 0 
5. 8 
1. 5 
8.4 
0. 5 
2. 8 
2. 8 
11.2 
150.0 
1. 5 
1. 5 
6. 0 
6. 0 
356.0 
- 
1400 
SECTION IX, CREW SYSKMS ASSEMBLY 
Crew systeins consist of the equipment necessary to support the 
personal well-being of the flight crew. Included a r e  food preparation and 
storage, living accomn~odations, personal grooming and hygiene, clothing, 
medical needs, and recreation facilities. A detailed weight breakdown of the 
crew systeins is presented in Table 16. Table 17 reflects the weight and 
volume of a soft EVA suit that the crew would don during emergencies. 
A. Cleaning Facilities 
Laundry facilities will be provided for  cleaning clotlles and bedding. 
Washable clotl~ing shows a considerable weight savings of about 46 pounds per  
man when compared wit11 disposable goods, and it  also decreases the amount 
of waste lnaterial to be processed by the waste-management systeilz. Table 18 
l is ts  the volume and weight of the clothing required. 
B. Personal Hygiene 
One 3-foot-diameter shower stall  is provided for  body cleaning. The 
water is sprayed over the body by a hand-held shower head. A water collector/ 
blower circuit i s  used to remove local water accunlulation and to ass is t  in 
drying. Water flow, a i r  flow, and teinperature a r e  controlled by the crewinan 
froin within the shower. Sponges and body wipes a r e  also provided for  local 
body cleaning. Weight and volume stateinents for personal-hygiene provisions 
a r e  listed in Table 19.  These items a r e  used for  body cleaning, general 
grooming, and dental hygiene. 
C. Food Preparation 
The diet plan being considered for  the crew is to alternate between 
frozen and freeze-dried foods. This conlbination allows a better crew 
acceptability rating t11311 the use of freeze-dried food alone; however, the 
frozen foods present sonlewhat of a greater weight penalty than the freeze- 
dried foods because a freezer  is required and soine moisture is still  in the 
food after freezing. Soine disadvantages of frozen food a r e  the following: 
possibility of spoilage i f  the freezer  fails;  contailiination of the cabin 
atnlosphere by bnc teria fro111 spoiled frozen food; aild nlai~~tennnce r quire- 
illeilts of the freezer. The freeze-dried food does not require a f reezer  and 
would not present any of these problems. Freeze-dried foods have a shelf 
life of several years  without deterioration. Slllall portions of freeze-dried 
food a r e  recoilstituted in hot water and probably will stay warm long enough 
to eat. An oven i s  furnished for preparing the food and a washer/dryer is 
aliccated for  cleaning the food utensils. Weight and volume statements for 
the food preparation equipment and utensils a r e  listed in Tables 1 6  and 20, 
respectively. The food preparation utensils a r e  used by a maximum of 8 
crewmen because i t  is anticipated that all  12 men in the station will not eat  
a t  the same tiine. 
D. Dete rgen t  
A cleaning agent is required for use in the water for body washing, 
clothes washing, and dish washing. The cleaning agent should meet such 
requirements a s  low foaming, nonflammability, nonclogging, nonprecipi- 
tating, nonallergenic, nontoxic, not gas producing, not odor producing, and 
good bacterial action. Three general categories of detergents a r e  available: 
anionics , cationics , and nonionics. 
The anionics include soaps and many of the synthetic household 
detergents. As a class they a r e  ruled out, because they foam to a degree that 
would cause trouble in use. Some detergents ( soap i n  particular) a r e  
precipitating and would clog membranes. 
Cationics a r e  good bactericides, but a r e  not good detergents. They 
produce foaming and can be allergenic and irritating to the eyes. 
Nonionics detergents generally meet the system handling requiren~ents .  
They a r e  low foaming, effective in low concentrations, will not clog membranes, 
a r e  nonprecipitating, and not bactericidal. The toxicity, allergenic properties,  
irritability, flammability characteristics in use concentrations a r e  not known. 
Because of their desirable properties, the nonionics a r e  recommended a s  the 
basic detergent with the additional recoln~nendation that long-term toxicity, 
allergt properties,  flammability, etc. , be investigated thoroughly. 
T A B L E  16. SPACE STATION CREW SYSTEhiIS WEIGHTS 
( 12 MEN - 90 DAYS) 
Food Preparation 
Food Prepara t ion Unit 
Food Prep.  H 2 0  Tank 
Oven 
Control, Oven Temp. 
Washer /Dryer ,  Dishes 
Utensils 
Countem 
Food Storage Racks 
Food F r e e z e r  
Internal Furnishings 
Bunks and Bedding 
Seats and Rest ra in ts  
Living Compar tn~en t  
Furnishings 
Stools 
Quantity 
2 
4 
2 
2 
1 
(Table 20) 
(24 Men) 
(12 Men) 
(12 Men) 
4 
I Recreation and Exercise  (12 Men) 
Medical 
Medical Kit  
Elllergency Medical Kit 
X-ray Machine 
Personal  Effects 
Personal  Hygiene (Table 19) 
I Clothing (Reusable) I 18) 
Washer /Dryer  with Clothes 
and Fan DLIC~S 
Bedding ( 4  lb/man-1110) I 
Biovest Assembly I l 2  
Emergency O2 Mask Assy 1 l2 
Handtool Kits,  Hand- 
tools, and Te the r s  
Unit Size 
(in.  ) 
18 by 13 Dia. 
Weight (111) 
Subtotal 
Power 
(W) 
TABLE 16. (Concluded) 
Connectors 
Miscellaneous 
Container 
Trash Containers 
Work and Sleep 
Areas 
Food and Waste 
Areas 
)lain Coiltainers 
F i re  Extinguisher 
Entertainment Equip. 
Suit Donning/DryiigJ 
Storage Rack 
Pressure Garment Assy 
(EVA Soft Suits) 
Portable Life Support 
Systenl 
EVA and IVA 
Supporting Equip 
Xaneuvering Unit 
Umbilicals, EVA and 
IVA 
Umbilicals, Electrical 
and Con~munication 
Umbilicals, 
Intercom 
Illulllination Equip 
Restraint Equip 
Crew Survival Kit 
hliscellaneous 
Total 
, 
12 
2 
3 
12 
12 
24 
12 
12 
18 
12 
18 
12 
12 
11 by 11 by 30 
11 by 11 by 33 
1 1  b y 1 1  by 33 
8 by 8 by 24 
10. 5 by 17 .8  by 27 
720 
180 
3 6 
5 .0  
68. 0 
24. 0 
38. 0 
6.0 
76.0 
GO.  0 
180.0 
1527.0 
822. 0 
614.0 
72. 0 
360.0 
60. 0 
1 8 . 0  
28 .0  
76.0  
238.0 
350.0 
7929.0 
129.0  
2. 92 
--- 
340.2 
500  
1000 
TABLE 17. PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLY (SOFT SUIT) WEIGHTS 
P r e s s u r e  Garment  with Boots 1 . 0  by 1 . 5 b y  1 . 5  
IIelnlet with Comn~unications 1 . 0  by 1.0 by 1 . 0  
Feca l  Contaminant System 
Relief and Purge Valve 
Thermal lMe teoroid Garment 1 . 0  by 1 . 0  by 1 . 0  
Liquid Cooled Garment I. 0  by 1. 0  by 0 . 5  
Constant Wear Garment  I. 0  by 1 . 0  by 0 . 5  
Suit Maintenance Gear  



SECTION X. SUIT  LOOPIPORTABLE LIFE 
SUPPORT SYSTEM (PLSS) 
The sui t  loop/PLSS provides the crew with a capability of operations 
ei ther  within the Space Station o r  outside the Space Station; however, the sui t  
loop is provided primari ly  for the crew to use while in their space sui ts  inside 
the Space Station. The freedom of moveinent required inside the Space Station 
while correct ing an elzzergency condition nzust be me t  by providing long 
uizzbilicals and numerous p re s su re  sui t  connectors throughout the Space Station. 
The u m ~ ~ i l i c a l s  a r e  iilterconnected directly to the pressure sui t  by quick- 
connect couplings. The s y s t e n ~  also provides enzergency oxygen, coolant, 
and pressurization fo r  the  sui ts ,  and operates  nominally a t  a suit  p re s su re  of 
3 .  5 psi above anibient. Atiziospheric contaminants, such a s  carbon dioxide, 
odors,  etc. , are removed within the loop. Twenty-four EVA sui ts  a r e  
provided for  the 12-man regular crew and 12-man turnaround crew. A 
preliizlinary weight breakdown of the sui t  loop i s  shown in Table 21. 
The PLSS could be used during enlergency situations, such a s  f i re ,  
conta~ziaat ion of the space station atmosphere, o r  depressurization. However, 
because of its limitations, the PLSS should be used essentially a s  a backup 
systenz and used prinlarily internally o r  externally to the station in  selected 
einergency conditions. Twelve PLSS units provide redundancy for  the 12-man 
regular crew. Table 22 l is ts  the PLSS weights. 
TABLE 21. SUIT-LOOP WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
Shutoff Valve 
C 0 2  Absorber  Fi l ter  
COz Absorber  Canis ter  
O2 Deniand P r e s s u r e  Regulator 
Suit Hose Connector Assy 
Flow Limiter  
Temperature  Sensor 
Signal Conditioner 
Dew Point Sensor 
P r e s s u r e  Transducer  
Total (Overall)  
TABLE 22. PLSS WEIGHTS 
Battery - Prinie 
LiOH Cartridge 
SECTION XI.  EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS 
Expendable philosophy has been established to s tore at least a 180-day 
supply on board the Space Station for reserves.  This would be accoinplished 
by launching 90 days of expendables on both the initial Space Station launch 
and the f i r s t  iiianned launch, which occurs approxiniately 24 hours later .  The 
amount of expendables is based on the needs of the 12-man crew and would 
be resupplied to the Space Station every 90 days. 
All expendables on the initial and logistics flights a r e  described in 
terms of fluid requirenients and coniposite expendable/container weights. 
Gaseous consuniables (02 and N2) for such activities a s  EVA, initial and 
einergency pressurizations, and pwnp-down gas losses a r e  depicted on 
Table 23. Table 24 reflects the consuniables (02 and N2) stored cryogenically 
for  metabolic and leakage purposes. 
A suininary of' Space Station expendables plus containers (22 193 pounds) 
i s  given in Table 25. Included a r e  food, water, oxygen, nitrogen, and 
packages or  containers for a 90-day space operation. Three AAP tanks a r e  
provided to contain the cryogenic oxygen (1200 pounds) and nitrogen (1552 
pounds) consw~lables. The gaseous consuinables will require three new tanks 
for  oxygen (1074 pounds) and 12 Apollo He tanks for nitrogen (3678 pounds). 
A11 additional 148 pounds of nitrogen can be added in the present tankage. 
The expendable usage rates a r e  given in Table 25. 
TABLE 23. ATNOSPHERIC STORAGE SYSTEM TOTAL GASEOUS 
FLUID REQUE3EhlENTS (90 DAYS -- 12 M E N )  
Initial Space Station Pressurizat ion 
Emergency Space Station Pressurizat ion ( I )  
Pump-down Gas Losses  
Gas Losses  for  Maintainability ( 2 3  percent more )  
Experinlent Chamber Pressurizat ion 
Overall Requireilients 
Les s  Initial Pressurizat ion Gases 
TABLE 24. ATRilOSPHERIC STORAGE SYSTEM TOTAL CRYOGENIC 
FLUID REQUIREMENTS (90 DAYS - 12 MEN)" 
Space Station Leakage 
Initial Start-up (1-Day Metabolic for  12 M e i ~ ) ~  
10-Day Reserve  (Metabolic f o r  24 Men) 
10-Day Reserve  (Leakage) 
Crew Rotation 
Overall Requirei~ients  (Cryogenic Storage) 
a .  Except a s  noted 
TABLE 25. SPACE STATION EXPENDABLE SUMMARY (90 DAYS - 12 MEN) 
Frozen Food (3 .0 Ib/man -day) 
Containers for  Type and Size 
New Tanks (40.0-in. I. D. ) 
AAP Tank (41. 5-in. Dia) 
New Tanks (40. 9-in. Dia) 
AAP Tank (41.5-in. Dia) 
a .  45 days of food 
b. Leakage ra te  (total configuration) assumed = 19 .0  lb/day 
c. 0 Ib of O2 and 148 lb  of N2 can be added 
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